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Abstract—We propose a novel massively parallel construction algorithm for Bounding Volume Hierarchies (BVHs) based on
locally-ordered agglomerative clustering. Our method builds the BVH iteratively from bottom to top by merging a batch of cluster pairs
in each iteration. To efficiently find the neighboring clusters, we keep the clusters ordered along the Morton curve. This ordering allows
us to identify approximate nearest neighbors very efficiently and in parallel. We implemented our algorithm in CUDA and evaluated it in
the context of GPU ray tracing. For complex scenes, our method achieves up to a twofold reduction of build times while providing up to
17% faster trace times compared with the state-of-the-art methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Ray tracing stands at the core of most image synthesis
algorithms simulating light propagation. The elementary
task in ray tracing is to find the nearest intersection of a
given ray with the scene. To achieve high-quality results,
many rays have to be traced. For example, stochastic ray
tracing algorithms trace thousands of rays per pixel to
reduce the noise in the synthesized image. Contemporary
displays consist of millions of pixels, which in turn results
in billions of rays that are tested against millions of triangles
comprising the scene. Hence to solve ray tracing efficiently,
we have to arrange the scene into a spatial data structure
that allows accelerating ray tracing by several orders of
magnitude.

One of the most common spatial data structures is the
bounding volume hierarchy (BVH). The BVH is a tree-like
structure containing scene primitives in leaves. Every node
of the BVH contains a bounding volume of the geometry
stored in its subtree. The most common form of the BVH
for ray tracing purposes is a binary tree with axis aligned
bounding boxes used as bounding volumes. There are three
main approaches how to construct a BVH: incremental (by
insertion), top-down (by subdivision), and bottom-up (by
agglomeration). In general, the bottom-up algorithms are
able to produce high-quality BVHs measured by the SAH
cost [1].

Walter et al. [2] proposed the first BVH construction
algorithm based on agglomerative clustering. Their method
uses an auxiliary kD-tree to accelerate the nearest neighbor
search. Despite the use of the kD-tree, the algorithm is not
competitive with other state-of-the-art BVH construction
methods regarding speed. Gu et al. [3] proposed the Ap-
proximate Agglomerative Clustering (AAC) – an efficient
BVH construction algorithm using approximate agglom-
erative clustering that combines top-down and bottom-
up approaches. This method, which uses a divide-and-
conquer approach based on the Morton codes, is suitable
for multi-core CPUs. Until now, it has been unclear how

to apply a similar strategy on many-core architectures such
as GPU. We employ a similar idea of using the Morton
codes for identifying approximate clustering. However, we
use a scan-based approach combined with locally-ordered
clustering to design a new GPU friendly agglomerative
clustering algorithm. Our algorithm combines the idea of
locally-ordered clustering with spatial sorting using the
Morton codes [4]. We show that our method has low com-
putational overhead, and it can find enough parallel work
to fully utilize many cores of contemporary GPUs. As a
result, the algorithm can construct a high-quality BVH faster
than previous state-of-the-art methods of GPU-based BVH
construction (see Figure 1). Another important feature of
the method is its simplicity: the method consists of several
simple steps that are executed iteratively as GPU kernels.

2 RELATED WORK

Already in the early 80s, Rubin and Whitted [6] used
manually created BVHs. Weghorst et al. [7] proposed to
build BVHs using the modeling hierarchy. The very first
BVH construction algorithm using spatial median splits was
introduced by Kay and Kajiya [8]. Goldsmith and Salmon [9]
proposed the cost function known as the surface area heuristic
(SAH). This function can be used to estimate the efficiency
of a BVH during its construction, and thus it is used in most
of the state-of-the-art BVH builders. The BVH construction
methods require sorting and exhibit O(n log n) complexity
(n is the number of scene primitives). Several techniques
have been proposed to reduce the constants behind the
asymptotic complexity. For example, Havran et al. [10],
Wald et al. [11], [12], and Ize et al. [13] used an approximate
SAH cost evaluation based on the concept of binning. Hunt
et al. [14] suggested to use the structure of the scene graph
to speed up the BVH construction process. Doyle et al. [15]
designed a hardware solution for the BVH construction
based on the SAH.
High-quality BVH Great effort has also been devoted to
methods which are not limited to the top-down BVH con-
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Fig. 1. GPU path tracing of the Power Plant scene (12.8M triangles) using a BVH constructed by our method (left). Visualization of the number of ray
intersection operations for our method (middle) and the state-of-the-art ATRBVH method [5] (right). The red color corresponds to 325 intersections
(both bounding volume and triangle intersections are counted). In this case, our method achieves 32% reduction of build time (210 ms vs. 309 ms)
and 17% speedup in ray tracing performance (88 MRays/s vs. 75 MRays/s) compared with ATRBVH.

struction. These approaches allow decreasing the expected
cost of a BVH below the cost achieved by the traditional
top-down approach. Ng and Trifonov [16] proposed the
BVH construction based on a stochastic search. Walter et
al. [2] proposed to use bottom-up agglomerative clustering
for constructing high-quality BVHs. Kensler [17], Bittner et
al. [18], and Karras and Aila [19] proposed to optimize a
BVH by performing topological modifications of an existing
BVH. Aila et al. [20] identified that particularly for the
methods not using the top-down approach the SAH cost
metric can be corrected to correlate better with the actual
trace times.
BVH modifications Dammertz et al. [21], Wald et al. [22],
Ernst and Greiner [23], and Tsakok [24] proposed to use the
BVH with a higher branching factor to better exploit SIMD
units in modern CPUs. Ernst and Greiner [25], Popov et
al. [26], Stich et al. [27], Ganestam and Doggett [28], and
Fuetterling et al. [29] employed spatial splits to combine the
advantages of object hierarchies and spatial subdivisions.
Wachter and Keller [30], Eisemann et al. [31] devoted an
effort to decrease the size of the BVH. Gu et al. [32] proposed
to improve the BVH performance by adapting it to a partic-
ular ray distribution using view-dependent contraction.
Parallel BVH construction In the last decade, both multi-
core CPU and many-core GPU BVH construction methods
have been investigated. Wald [33] studied the possibil-
ity of fast rebuilds from scratch on the Intel architecture
with many cores. Gu et al. [3] proposed parallel approx-
imative agglomerative clustering (AAC) for accelerating
the bottom-up BVH construction. Recently, Ganestam et
al. [34] introduced the Bonsai method performing a two-
level SAH-based BVH construction on multi-core CPUs.
These two methods are considered the state-of-the-art CPU-
based methods for BVH construction regarding the build
time and the BVH quality.

Lauterbach et al. [35] proposed a GPU method known
as LBVH based on the Morton code sorting. Pantaleoni
and Luebke [36], Garanzha et al. [37] extended LBVH into
the method known as HLBVH, which employs SAH for
constructing the top part of the BVH. Vinkler et al. [38]
proposed a GPU-based method which employs a task pool
with persistent warps building a BVH in a single kernel
launch. Karras [39] and Apetrei [40] further improved the
LBVH algorithm; as a result, these methods are considered
the fastest available GPU BVH builders. However, due to

its simplicity, the LBVH methods generally build trees of
a lower quality. Karras and Aila [19] showed that a good
balance between the build time and the tree quality could
be achieved by a combination of LBVH and subsequent
treelet optimization. This method was further improved
by Domingues and Pedrini [5] in their ATRBVH method.
Recently, Meister and Bittner [41] combined the k-means
and agglomerative clustering in another GPU friendly BVH
construction algorithm. We use the LBVH, HLBVH, and
ATRBVH methods as references for the method proposed
in this paper. We show that for large scenes our method
improves upon the previous state-of-the-art in both the BVH
build time and the corresponding trace speed.

3 BVH CONSTRUCTION VIA AGGLOMERATIVE
CLUSTERING

We propose an algorithm using parallel locally-ordered clus-
tering (PLOC) for BVH construction. The algorithm employs
two main ideas: (1) We perform locally-ordered clustering
on large numbers of clusters in parallel. (2) To identify
suitable nearest neighbors for the clustering, we use sorting
based on the Morton codes with local exploration of the
neighborhood in the sorted sequence.

We first describe these two ideas in more depth and then
provide the description of the complete algorithm and its
implementation details.

3.1 Parallel Locally-Ordered Clustering
The agglomerative clustering algorithm starts with the scene
triangles trivially forming n clusters with a single triangle
per cluster (n is the number of triangles). These clusters
correspond to the leaves of the BVH. Then the algorithm
builds the higher levels of the BVH by merging the clusters
from the lower levels.

We define a distance function d between two clusters C1

and C2 as the surface area A of an axis aligned bounding
box tightly enclosing C1 and C2 [2]:

d(C1, C2) = A(B(C1 ∪ C2)) = A(B(∪(C1, C2)), (1)

where ∪(C1, C2) is the clustering operator and B(C) is
the axis aligned bounding box tightly enclosing the geom-
etry corresponding to cluster C . Function d obeys a non-
decreasing property:

d(C1, C2) ≤ d(C1 ∪ C3, C2) : ∀ C1, C2, C3. (2)
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the nearest neighbor search for r = 2. Two clusters
(red triangles) search for their nearest neighbors (blue triangles) in
the neighborhood (red curve). Notice how the algorithm adapts to the
density of clusters in the neighborhood.

The non-decreasing property was explored by Walter et
al. [2], who proposed the locally-ordered agglomerative clus-
tering algorithm. If the nearest neighbors of two clusters
mutually correspond (these two clusters are the nearest neigh-
bors to each other), then we know that no better neighbor
will emerge in the future. Thus, we can merge the mutu-
ally corresponding clusters together. In our algorithm, we
exploit this property and apply it on all pairs of mutually
corresponding clusters in parallel.

3.2 Approximate Nearest Neighbor Search

The agglomerative clustering algorithm needs to identify
the nearest neighbors to all current clusters. A naı̈ve eval-
uation would take O(n2) time for n clusters, which makes
this approach very inefficient for large n. Walter et al. [2]
use an auxiliary kD-tree to identify the nearest neighbors.
This accelerates the algorithm, but a generalization of this
approach to a parallel algorithm is difficult.

We propose a simple yet efficient way to identify the
nearest neighbors for all clusters. We sort the clusters based
on the Morton codes of their centroids. Then for each cluster,
we use a 1D range search along the Morton curve to identify
the nearest neighbors. In particular, for a cluster Ci with
index i in the sorted sequence we search for its nearest
neighbor in the interval 〈i − r, i + r〉, where r is the search
radius. For every candidate Cj , j ∈ 〈i − r, i + r〉 \ {i}, we
evaluate the distance of the two clusters d(Ci, Cj). We select
the candidate Cj with the smallest distance value as the
nearest neighbor. An illustration of this method for a 2D
example is shown in Figure 2.

Note that this method only finds approximate nearest
neighbors. However, this seems sufficient as the actual clus-
ter pairs are found using the mutual cluster correspondence
described in Section 3.1. As the Morton codes provide
implicit spatial subdivision corresponding to hierarchical
spatial median splits, the approximate nearest neighbor
search can actually have a slightly positive influence on
the BVH trace performance for some scenes. This follows
from a better cluster separation for the top part of the tree
that resembles top-down methods, and thus provides better
correlation of the SAH cost and the trace time [20].
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the proposed algorithm. In each iteration, we merge
mutually corresponding nearest neighbors (green nodes connected by a
dotted line). New clusters and not merged clusters (red nodes) enter the
next iteration. The process is repeated until only one cluster remains.

3.3 Algorithm Details

The algorithm uses two buffers for storing the clusters
(input and output buffer), one buffer for storing the nodes of
the resulting BVH, one buffer for storing the triangle indices,
and several temporary buffers.

The algorithm starts by computing the bounding boxes
and the Morton codes of scene triangles. By sorting the
Morton codes, we order the triangles along the Morton
curve. Initially, each triangle corresponds to a single initial
cluster. These initial clusters are then placed into the input
buffer.

The algorithm then enters the main loop that runs
through a number of iterations. In each iteration, all cluster
pairs that successfully found their mutual nearest neighbor
are merged. The main loop consists of three phases: nearest
neighbor search, merging, and compaction. After each iter-
ation, the input and output buffers are swapped. The main
loop repeats until a single cluster remains. To guarantee that
the algorithm always terminates, we prioritize the nearest
neighbor with the lower index which solves a potential rare
case of completely equidistant clusters (this issue will be
discussed in the next section). An illustration of several
iterations of the algorithm is depicted in Figure 3.

The pseudocode of the method is given in Algorithm 1.
It highlights the three main phases of the algorithm:

• In the nearest neighbor search (shown in red), each
cluster searches for its nearest neighbor in parallel
using the 1D interval of clusters in the input buffer.
This interval is given by the parameter r and it is
clipped to prevent accessing the memory outside the
buffer. Each cluster keeps the nearest neighbor found
so far (based on distance function d).

• In the merging phase (shown in green), each cluster
checks in parallel if it is equal to the nearest neigh-
bor of its nearest neighbor. If so, both clusters are
merged. To avoid conflicts, merging is performed by
a thread processing the cluster with the lower index.
The first cluster is replaced with the new cluster and
the second cluster is marked as invalid. Simultane-
ously, we create an interior node corresponding to
the new cluster. To determine the indices of the new
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interior nodes in the node buffer, we perform a paral-
lel prefix scan on the new clusters. We determine the
actual node indices by adding the prefix scan value
to the node counter.

• In the compaction phase (shown in magenta), we
perform an exclusive parallel prefix scan to remove
invalid clusters. According to the prefix scan values,
we determine the positions of node indices and write
them to the output buffer. It is necessary to perform
a global prefix scan to remove the gaps along the
Morton curve of the active clusters after some of the
clusters have been merged. Note that we do not sort
the new clusters according to the Morton codes of
their centroids. Sorting the clusters is rather costly,
and we observed that the clusters keep ordering
which is sufficient for the approximate nature of our
nearest neighbor search algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of the main loop of our massively
parallel agglomerative clustering algorithm. The input of
the algorithm is a sequence of n clusters C0, C1, . . . , Cn−1
sorted along the Morton curve. The algorithm uses two
auxiliary arrays: N (for the nearest neighbor indices) and
P (for the prefix scan). Symbol ♣ denotes an invalid cluster.
We assume that the prefix scan is exclusive.

1: Cin ← Cout ← [C0, C1 . . . , Cn−1]
2: N ← P ← [0, 1 . . . , n− 1]
3: c← n
4: while c > 1 do
5: for i← 0 to c− 1 in parallel do
6: /* NEAREST NEIGHBOR SEARCH */
7: dmin ←∞
8: for j ← max(i− r, 0) to min(i + r, c− 1) do
9: if i 6= j ∧ dmin > d(Cin[i], Cin[j]) then

10: dmin ← d(Cin[i], Cin[j])
11: N [i]← j
12: end if
13: end for
14: BARRIER()
15: /* MERGING */
16: if N [N [i]] = i ∧ i < N [i] then
17: Cin[i]←CLUSTER(Cin[i], Cin[N [i]])
18: Cin[N [i]]← ♣
19: end if
20: BARRIER()
21: /* COMPACTION */
22: P[i]← PREFIXSCAN(Cin[i] 6= ♣)
23: if Cin[i] 6= ♣ then
24: Cout[P[i]]← Cin[i]
25: end if
26: BARRIER()
27: end for
28: c← P[c− 1]
29: if Cin[c− 1] 6= ♣ then
30: c← c + 1
31: end if
32: SWAP(Cin, Cout)
33: end while

3.4 Algorithm Correctness
The proposed algorithm combines the approximate neigh-
bor search with locally-ordered clustering. This poses a
question on the finiteness of the algorithm, i.e. will the
algorithm always find at least two clusters to be merged
in the given iteration?

We show that at least two clusters are merged in each
iteration: We represent the relation of the nearest neighbors
as a directed graph G = (V,E), where V is a set of vertices
corresponding to n clusters and E is a set of n edges
corresponding to nearest neighbor relation. Our goal is to
show that the graph G always contains a directed cycle of
length two, i.e. two vertices are pointing to each other.

We obtain an undirected graph G′ from the graph G by
dropping orientation of the edges E. The graph G′ has to
contain a cycle C ′ since |E| ≥ |V |. Cycle C ′ must also be a
directed cycle C in G because each vertex has exactly one
outgoing edge. Trivially, C cannot contain cycles of length 1
(by definition of the nearest neighbor search). It remains to
show that the length of C cannot be greater than 2. Suppose
that the graph G contains a cycle v1, v2, . . . , vk, v1 for k > 2.
The procedure of searching nearest neighbors implies:

d(v1, v2) ≤ d(v2, v3) ≤ · · · ≤ d(vk, v1) ≤ d(v1, v2). (3)

This is true only if all distances are the same. In this case, we
force the cycle to be of length two by preferring the neighbor
with the lowest index as mentioned in Section 3.3. Thus, the
graph G has to contain at least one cycle C of length two.
Therefore in each iteration, at least one pair of clusters is
merged.

3.5 Complexity Analysis
It is difficult to estimate the expected running time of Al-
gorithm 1 for general input data. However, we can estimate
the best and worst case running times of our algorithm. Let
n denote the number of input clusters, r the search radius,
and p the number of processors working in parallel. Below,
we analyze the best and the worst cases for sequential and
parallel versions.

In the worst case, we merge only one pair of clusters in
each iteration. We perform n− 1 iterations; in i-th iteration,
we execute n − i + 1 nearest neighbor search queries.
Each query takes linear time with respect to r. The prefix
scan takes O(n − i) time in i-th iteration. The worst case
sequential complexity is thus O(rn2). The parallel prefix
scan takes O(n−i

p + log p) time in i-th iteration. The parallel

complexity is then O(rn2

p + n log p) assuming p ≤ n.
In the best case, we assume that n is a power of two

and all clusters find their neighbors in each iteration. Thus,
we perform log2 n iterations and i-th iteration performs
n

2i−1 nearest neighbor search queries. The prefix scan takes
Ω( n

2i ) time in i-th iteration. Thus, in the best case the
sequential complexity is Ω(rn). In the parallel case, we need
Ω( n

2ip + log p) time for parallel prefix scan in i-th iteration.
The parallel complexity is then Ω(r(n

p +log n)+log n log p).
The first occurrence of log n term in the complexity follows
from the necessity of performing log2 n even for large num-
ber of processors. The log n log p is due to the lower bound
on performing log2 n parallel prefix scans.
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The experimental results indicate that the actual running
times exhibit behavior close to the best case complexity
bounds, i.e. linear dependence on the search radius r and
the number of input clusters n.

3.6 Implementation Details

We implemented the algorithm in CUDA [42]. We use 30-
bit Morton codes computed using the expanded bounding
box of the scene. The expanded bounding box is computed
by taking the largest extent of the scene bounding box and
creating circumscribed cube around the scene. To sort the
triangles along the Morton curve, we use the radix sorting
algorithm proposed by Merrill and Grimshaw [43]. The
main loop consists of five kernels. The first kernel corre-
sponds to the nearest neighbor search phase. The second
kernel corresponds to the merging phase. The last three
kernels correspond to the compaction phase (prefix scan).
In the nearest neighbor search phase, we use a shared
memory cache to minimize the number of transfers of
cluster bounding boxes from the global memory. This cache
consists of B + 2r bounding boxes, where B is the number
of block threads and r is the radius mentioned above. At
the beginning, threads in the block fill the cache. Then we
use this cache to search for the nearest neighbors. The bank
conflicts should be avoided because the size of the bounding
boxes is 24 B and memory accesses are coalesced. In the
merging phase, we perform a warp-wide prefix scan on the
number of new clusters using the __ballot function. We
determine the node indices for a new cluster by atomically
adding the number of new clusters within a warp to the
node counter. This is done by adding the values of the warp-
wide prefix scan and the original value of the node counter
returned by the atomic addition.
Collapsing Subtrees The resulting BVH contains exactly
one triangle per leaf. Collapsing some subtrees to leaf nodes
may decrease the total SAH cost [18], [20]. A GPU imple-
mentation of subtree collapsing is not trivial and therefore
we briefly describe our implementation of this method.
We use several passes of the parallel bottom-up traversal
proposed by Karras [39]. The procedure was originally
used to refit bounding boxes. We suppose that each node
has a parent index, and each internal node has a counter
(initially set to 0). Threads proceed up from the leaves using
parent indices. In each interior node, a thread atomically
increments the corresponding counter. If the original value
of the counter was 0 then the thread is killed. Otherwise,
it proceeds to the parent. In other words, the first thread is
killed and second continues up to the root. It is guaranteed
that each node is processed by a single thread, and both
subtrees are already processed.

In the first pass, we perform a bottom-up traversal
that marks each node as leaf or interior depending on the
associated BVH cost. We compare the SAH cost of the node
as a subtree and the SAH cost of the node being a leaf. If
collapsing pays off, we mark the node as a leaf, otherwise as
an interior node. In the second pass, we have to determine
the roots of the collapsed subtrees. We perform a bottom-up
traversal and track the highest leaf found so far. In the third
pass, we mark all nodes in the collapsed subtree as invalid.
Again we perform a bottom-up traversal until we reach the

node identified in the previous pass and mark all visited
nodes as invalid. In the fourth pass, we perform a prefix
scan on valid nodes to determine the new node indices. We
remap the child and parent indices using the values of the
prefix scan.

We determine the leaf sizes by atomically incrementing
a counter associated with the leaf. Each leaf knows the
offset within its segment of triangle indices as the atomic
operation returns the original value of the counter. Then
we perform a prefix scan on the leaf sizes to determine the
bounds of continuous segments of triangle indices. Finally,
we write triangle indices to the appropriate continuous
segments in the triangle index buffer. The implementation of
our BVH builder can be downloaded from the PLOC project
site1.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have evaluated the PLOC method using nine test scenes
of different complexity. As reference methods, we used
the LBVH builder proposed by Karras [39], the HLBVH
builder proposed by Garanzha et al. [37], the ATRBVH
builder proposed by Domingues [5], and the AAC builder
proposed by Gu et al. [3]. For LBVH as well as HLBVH,
we used 30-bit Morton codes, HLBVH used 15 bits for the
SAH-based top-tree construction. For ATRBVH, we used the
publicly available implementation of treelet restructuring
using treelets of size nine with two iterations. For AAC, we
used the publicly available sequential implementation (the
comparison with AAC is presented in a dedicated section
below).

For our method, we use three settings with different
radius r: PLOCr=10, PLOCr=25, and PLOCr=100. In all
cases, we use an adaptive leaf size based on collapsing
subtrees discussed in Section 3.6. We evaluated the con-
structed BVH using a high-performance ray tracing kernel
of Aila et al. [44]. All measurements were performed on a
PC with Intel Core I7-3770 3.4 GHz (4 physical cores), 16
GB RAM, GTX TITAN X GPU with 12 GB RAM (Maxwell
architecture, CUDA 7.5), Windows 7 OS. For all methods,
we used customized version of radix sort from CUB 1.1.1 to
sort the Morton codes.

The results are summarized in Table 1. For each method,
we report the SAH cost of the constructed BVH (using
traversal and intersection constants cT = 3 and cI = 2), the
average trace speed, the build time, and the time-to-image
(total time) for two different application scenarios. The first
time-to-image measurement corresponds to 8 samples per
pixel; the second measurement corresponds to 128 samples
per pixel, both using 1024×768 image resolution. Our path
tracing implementation uses the next event estimation with
two light source samples per hit and the Russian roulette
for path termination. The reported times are an average of
three different representative camera views to reduce the
influence of view dependency. For the build time, we report
the real execution time measured on the CPU side as well
as the sum of kernel times (in brackets). The build time also
includes a conversion to the data representation needed by
the ray tracing kernel.

1. http://dcgi.felk.cvut.cz/projects/ploc
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BVH quality From the results, we can see that our
PLOC and ATRBVH are quite competitive. PLOC has lower
SAH cost and higher trace speed for six scenes compared
with ATRBVH. PLOC has lower trace speed than ATRBVH
for Happy Buddha (−5%), Soda Hall (−3%), and Hairball
(−16%). However, PLOC performs better for large complex
architectural scenes. PLOC has higher trace speed than ATR-
BVH for Conference (+5%), Manuscript (+5%), Pompeii
(+13%), San Miguel (+14%), Vienna (+14%), and for Power
Plant (+17%). We can observe that the SAH costs stabilize
quite fast even for small radii (see Figure 4).
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Fig. 4. The dependence of the SAH cost and build on the radius r for the
Power Plant scene. Note that the build time exhibits linear dependence
on r.

Build time LBVH is the fastest builder overall. HLBVH
is the second fastest method for seven scenes. PLOCr=10

and PLOCr=25 are faster than ATRBVH for all scenes
except Conference and Happy Buddha. Compared with
ATRBVH, PLOCr=10 achieves the following speedups: Soda
Hall (+31%), Hairball (+24%), Manuscript (+53%), Pom-
peii (+47%), San Miguel (+42%), Vienna (+55%), and
Power Plant (+46%). Kernel times of different phases of the
algorithm are shown in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5. Kernel times of different phases of the BVH construction for the
Power Plant scene and three different radii.

Time-to-image For the low quality rendering, PLOC has
lower times for six scenes compared with ATRBVH. We ob-
serve speedups for Soda Hall (+12%), Manuscript (+34%),
Pompeii (+29%), San Miguel (+22%), Vienna (+39%), and
Power Plant (+24%). PLOC is slightly slower than ATRBVH
for Conference (−1%), Happy Buddha (−7%), and Hairball
(−8%). For the high-quality rendering, PLOC is faster than
ATRBVH for six scenes. We observe speedups for Con-
ference (+4%), Manuscript (+9%), Pompeii (+13%), San
Miguel (+11%), Vienna (+14%), and Power Plant (+15%).

PLOC is slower for the object-like scenes, namely Happy
Buddha (−6%), Soda Hall (−2%) and Hairball (−19%).
Iterations We measured the number of iterations for
various radii (see Figure 6). We observed that the number of
iterations is approximately 2−3 times higher than the depth
of the BVH. For almost all scenes the number of iterations
slowly grows with increasing radius, and it almost stabilizes
for r > 20. An exception is the Power Plant scene. There is
a significant step down at r = 6. We expect this is caused
by large variance in triangle sizes and subsequent need for
larger neighborhood for the nearest neighbor search.
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Fig. 6. Plots of the number of iterations needed to construct the whole
BVH depending on the setting of the radius r.

Algorithm visualization To provide better insight into the
behavior of the algorithm, we visualized the neighboring
triangles determined by the 1D interval along the Morton
curve (see Figure 7). We also visualized the active clusters
for different phases of the BVH construction (see Figure 8).
Comparison with AAC We have conducted a comparison
of our method with the state-of-the-art CPU builder – the
AAC method proposed by Gu et al. [3]. Both algorithms
use the Morton codes for performing approximate nearest
neighbor search combined with the clustering phase. There-
fore we can expect that the BVH they produce will be sim-
ilar. Note, however, that the algorithms use very different
computation strategies designed to follow the capabilities
of different architectures, multi-core CPU vs. many-core
GPU. AAC uses top-down partitioning phase while keeping
relatively large computation state on the stack (including
distance matrices). PLOC uses iterative parallel bottom-
up locally-ordered clustering while keeping minimal state
information to support efficient GPU execution.

For the comparison, we used the publicly available
implementation of AAC provided by Gu et al. [3]. This

Fig. 7. Visualization of the neighboring triangles. The heat value corre-
sponds to the distance from the white triangle along the Morton curve.
Blue triangles are beyond the radius (r = 100).
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Fig. 8. Visualization of the active clusters for the Happy Buddha scene
in iteration 20 (left) and 55 (right). In total, 70 iterations were needed to
construct the whole BVH. The bounding boxes highlight those clusters
which were formed during the depicted iteration.

implementation is sequential, and therefore we divided
the running times by the number of physical cores in the
testing PC (4 physical cores) to get optimistic bound on the
AAC running times on this architecture. The comparison is
summarized in Table 2.

Regarding the cost of the BVH, we can observe that the
results are indeed very similar. An exception is the Power
Plant scene for which the AAC implementation constructs a
tree with significantly higher cost, possibly due to a bug
in the implementation related to the size of the scene.
The build times for PLOC are significantly lower than for
AAC, particularly for larger scenes (e.g. 3x for PLOCr=25

vs. AAC-Fast for San-Miguel). This can also be observed
from Figure 9 that shows the dependence of build time on
the number of triangles. PLOC seems to provide slightly
better scalability towards very large scenes. The results
indicate that for application involving GPU ray tracing our
method would be the method of choice whereas for CPU
ray tracing AAC is still a good option, particularly when
using a powerful CPU with many cores.
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Fig. 9. Dependence of build time on the scene size (number of triangles)
for the method by Gu et al. [3] (AAC-Fast, AAC-HQ) and our method
(PLOCr=10, PLOCr=25, PLOCr=100).

Limitations The proposed method achieves superior re-
sults for large scenes. For smaller scenes, though, it is less
efficient than the tested reference methods regarding build
time (e.g. for the Conference scene with 331k triangles);
this mainly follows from the larger kernel management
overhead. We launch several kernels for each iteration of the
method, which leads to a larger number of kernels that need

to be executed compared with the reference methods. While
for large scenes this overhead becomes almost negligible
due to the longer kernel execution times, it remains an issue
for smaller scenes. This behavior may improve in the future
as the hardware vendors aim at further reduction of kernel
management overhead. For now, our method provides best
results for scenes larger than roughly million triangles.

Note that the available implementations of LBVH,
HLBVH, and ATRBVH do not represent all state-of-the-
art GPU builders. It would be interesting to compare our
method also with the original implementation of the TRBVH
method [19], which achieves very good build times and
BVH quality. However, a direct comparison is problematic
as the original implementation of TRBVH is not publicly
available.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We proposed a new GPU-oriented BVH construction algo-
rithm using agglomerative clustering based on the Morton
curve ordering. The algorithm uses fast scan-based ap-
proximate nearest neighbor search combined with locally-
ordered clustering. We implemented our algorithm in
CUDA and compared it with the LBVH, HLBVH, ATRBVH,
and AAC methods. The results show that our algorithm
competes favorably with the state-of-the-art methods. In the
worst cases, our algorithm is very close to the ATRBVH
method; in the best cases, our algorithm achieves speedups
up to 39% (time-to-image). This indicates that the proposed
method is probably the fastest available BVH builder for
constructing high-quality BVHs. Our algorithm is simple
yet scalable and efficient. Setting a single parameter, i.e. the
radius, we can easily trade the BVH construction speed for
the rendering performance.

In the future, we would like to conduct a deeper study
of the influence of the radius parameter r on the build
times and the trace speed. Varying this parameter across
the scene and also across different iterations might provide
the optimal balance between the construction time and the
trace time for a particular rendering scenario. The PLOC
method uses standard parallel constructs, and thus it would
be interesting to modify it also for the context of many-core
CPUs.
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PLOC. The table shows the SAH cost and the corresponding build times. AAC was measured on a CPU with 4 physical cores.
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